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1–4
JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833–1897)

String Quartet in C minor, Op. 51 No. 1 (1873)

I. Allegro   (1 1:15)

II. Romanze. Poco adagio (7:27)

III. Allegretto molto moderato e comodo — 

Un poco più animato (9:34)

IV. Allegro (6:24)
 

5–8
ARNOLD SCHOENBERG (1874–1951)

String Quartet No. 3, Op. 30 (1927)

I. Moderato (9: 19)

II. Adagio (8:2 1)

III. Intermezzo. Allegro Moderato (7: 10)

IV. Rondo. Molto Moderato (6:39)
 

9–12 
RUTH CRAWFORD (SEEGER) (1901–1953)

String Quartet (1931)

I. Rubato assai (3:17)

II. Leggiero (2: 1 1)

III. Andante (3:53)

IV. Allegro possibile (2:02)

13
SAM PLUTA (b.1979)

binary/momentary logics: flow state/joy state (2016) (8:49)
 

14–18
ANTHONY CHEUNG (b.1982)

The Real Book of Fake Tunes (2015) 

for flute and string quartet

I.  (2:42)

II.   (2:30)

III.  (3:24)

IV.  (3:27)

V.  (4:09) 

featuring Claire Chase, flutes
 

19
CHARMAINE LEE (b.1991)

Spinals (2018) (6:16)

Featuring Charmaine Lee, voice and electronics

Devised in collaboration with Spektral Quartet
 

20 
GEORGE LEWIS (b.1952)

String Quartet 1.5: Experiments in Living (2016) (16:36)

TRACKS

for Brahms, Schoenberg, Cheung, Lewis: 

CLARA LYON, violin

MAEVE FEINBERG, violin

DOYLE ARMBRUST, viola

RUSSELL ROLEN, cello

for Crawford, Pluta, Lee:

MAEVE FEINBERG, violin

CLARA LYON, violin

DOYLE ARMBRUST, viola

RUSSELL ROLEN, cello



SPEKTRAL QUARTET

EXPERIMENTS IN LIVING

THIS ALBUM WILL NEVER BE HEARD THE SAME WAY TWICE. Do you remember 
the Choose Your Own Adventure books? “If you approach the mysterious stranger,  
turn to page 48...If you duck into the forbidden cave to avoid them, turn to page 136,” 
etc. There was a thrill to the equal possibilities of adventure or capture, friendship  
or deception, renown or obscurity.

Experiments in Living is the musical analog, and one where your listening experience  
will change profoundly based on the choices you make at each fork in the road.  
While routes through the record can be ever-changing, this double album flows  
along two currents often segregated in concerts outside our own. Part One pursues 
three historic innovators and singular voices circumventing the entrenched rules of 
their time — Johannes Brahms, Arnold Schoenberg, and Ruth Crawford (Seeger) — 
while Part Two pitches through passageways of music motivated by jazz,  
improvisation, and experimentation by way of composers Anthony Cheung,  
Sam Pluta, Charmaine Lee, and George Lewis. Finding the provocative connections 
between them is what defines our work together.

This record is not about drawing a linear path through history. It is a constellation of 
musical voices — one in which unapologetic personal expression is the unifying theme.

More importantly, though, it is a celebration of individuality — one that embraces  
tradition without being inhibited by it. Like the concept proffered by John Stuart Mill 
from which the album takes its title, the “freedom” found within these “experiments  
in living” is a result of making choices without blind acceptance for the way things  
are or have been. Some large percentage of the classical-music community may argue 
that the pieces on this album don’t belong together. We beg to differ.

Listeners may encounter this record in whatever way they are inspired. Moving  
sequentially will create a compelling journey from Romanticism to Modernism to  
Jazz to The Uncategorizable. But for those feeling adventurous, we’ve also fashioned 
a tarot deck of sorts that will bring chance into the experience, and rely on your deep 
listening to build bridges — literally — between these polychromatic sound worlds.

What awaits you is the first quartet of Johannes Brahms, a composer that Schoenberg 
considered as harmonically adventurous as Wagner, and one whose voice held out 
against a hurricane of criticism. Then there’s Schoenberg’s own third quartet, a piece 
inseparable from Schubert (and Mozart and Beethoven), but that also jail-breaks  
the entirety of classical music composition. 



And what about Ruth Crawford (Seeger)’s String Quartet (1931)? Here we have a 
composer cutting through the patriarchy to write one of the only quartets of its kind 
till, maybe, Elliott Carter 20 years later.

Or maybe you’ve leapt right to George Lewis’s ecstatic String Quartet No. 1.5:  
Experiments in Living. There is an extemporaneous flare and even a seeming  
chaos at times within this music, but on further reflection, an architecture emerges 
from the mist — not unlike the sometimes bewildering experience of hearing  
Arnold Schoenberg’s String Quartet No. 3 for the first time. Amidst all its energizing  
spontaneity, clear and bracing alliances are formed in twos, threes, and fours.

The exuberance erupting from within the Lewis finds a parallel in Sam Pluta’s binary /
momentary logics: flow state / joy state, which whips the players through breakneck  
character changes with titles as sober as “Professor Dr. Squiggly, DMA.” As both 
composers prove, the most challenging music on the page can also be absurd,  
and hilarious, and fun.

Composer Anthony Cheung provides a genre bridge with his cheekily-titled Real  
Book of Fake Tunes, in which whiffs of jazz harmonies infuse spontaneous-sounding 
licks from flutist Claire Chase and our foursome. And finally, Spinals, our fully  
improvised collaboration with vocalist Charmaine Lee, offers the most interstellar 
departure from traditional classical music, fusing other-worldly reverberations  
of the human voice with the kaleidoscopic palette of the string quartet.

So, clearly, there’s no “single” here. Sorry, Recording Industry.

There are many paths through this album, but this is your adventure, friend.  
We wish you good fortune...

A wealth of stimulating resources await you on our website: 
spektralquartet.com/experiments-in-living



SPEKTRAL QUARTET

MULTI-GRAMMY NOMINEES, the Spektral Quartet actively pursues a vivid  
conversation between exhilarating works of the historical repertoire and  
those written this decade, this year, or this week. Since its inception in 2010,  
Spektral is known for creating seamless connections across centuries, drawing  
in the listener with charismatic deliveries, interactive concert formats, an  
up-close atmosphere, and bold, inquisitive programming.

With a tour schedule including some of the country’s most notable concert  
venues such as Carnegie Hall, The Kennedy Center, The MET Museum,  
Miller Theater, Library of Congress, and NPR’s Tiny Desk Concerts, the quartet  
also takes great pride in its home city of Chicago: championing the work of  
local composers, bridging social and aesthetic partitions, and cultivating  
partnerships with cultural and civic institutions across the city. Over their ten  
years, Spektral has commissioned dozens of new works, many by composers  
of international significance, leaving a lasting impact on the 21st-century  
string quartet repertoire.

Named “Chicagoans of the Year” by the Chicago Tribune in 2017,  
Spektral Quartet is most highly regarded for its creative and  
stylistic versatility: presenting seasons in which, for instance,  
a thematic program circling Beethoven seamlessly coexists  
with an improvised sonic meditation at sunrise, a talent  
show featuring Spektral fans, and the co-release of a  
jazz album traversing the folk traditions of Puerto Rico.
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CLAIRE CHASE

CLAIRE CHASE, DESCRIBED BY THE NEW YORK TIMES as “the most important 
flutist of our time,” is a soloist, collaborative artist, curator and advocate for new and 
experimental music. Over the past decade she has given the world premieres  
of hundreds of new works for the flute, and she has championed new music inter-
nationally by building organizations, forming alliances, pioneering commissioning 
initiatives and supporting educational programs that reach new audiences.  
Chase founded the International Contemporary Ensemble in 2001, was named a 
MacArthur Fellow in 2012, and in 2017 was the first flutist to be awarded the  
Avery Fisher Prize from Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. She is in the midst of  
a 23-year initiative called Density 2036 to commission an entirely new body of 
repertoire for solo flute leading up to the centennial of Edgard Varese’s seminal 1936 
flute solo “Density 21.5.” A deeply committed educator, Chase was co-artistic director 
of Banff Centre for Arts & Creativity’s summer music programs from 2017–2019, 
where she and her co-director Steven Schick founded Ensemble Evolution, an intensive 
program for emerging musicians seeking to reimagine the 21st century new-music  
ensemble, and Evolution of the String Quartet (EQ), a program for young string 
quartets and composers that combines historically-informed practice, traditional 
repertory and the newest of new music. Chase is currently Professor of the Practice  
of Music at Harvard University, where she teaches courses on ensemble building, 
cultural activism and collaboration across disciplines. She lives in Brooklyn.



CHARMAINE LEE

CHARMAINE LEE IS A New York-based vocalist. Her music is predominantly  
improvised, favoring a uniquely personal approach to vocal expression concerned  
with spontaneity, playfulness, and risk-taking. Beyond extended vocal technique, 
Charmaine uses amplification, feedback, and microphones to augment and distort 
the voice. She has performed with leading improvisers Nate Wooley, id m theft able, 
and Joe Morris, and maintains ongoing collaborations with Conrad Tao, Victoria 
Shen, Zach Rowden, and Eric Wubbels. She has performed at ISSUE Project Room, 
the Kitchen, Roulette, the Stone, and MoMA PS1, and participated in festivals  
including Resonant Bodies, Huddersfield Contemporary, New York Festival of Song,  
and Ende Tymes. As a composer, Charmaine has been commissioned by the  
Wet Ink Ensemble (2018) and Spektral Quartet (2018). She was recently an  
Artist-in-Residence at ISSUE Project Room (2019).
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putting up with) us through the long development of this project; Anthony Cheung,  
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Claire Chase for her badass musicianship and indefatigable collaborative spirit;  
Dan Nichols for his expertise, patience, and endless viola jokes costing himself  
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and Noah Jenkins for their help behind the scenes; Fiona Queen, Greg Redenius, and 
Adam Vida for hosting our sessions; Ryan Streber for putting the polish on it  
and Dan Lippel for helping us get it out in the world; Fred Sherry for helping us decode 
Schoenberg; Patrick Jagoda gaming it out with us; Natalie Mills Bontumasi for really  
tying the room together; Bing Chang for giving us the space to work; the Board of 
Directors of Spektral Quartet NFP for their enthusiastic support of everything we do;  
Rob Robbins and Mic Herring of Alliance Artist Management for their tireless  
efforts to book our eclectic programs; Alyssa Martinez for being the 5th Spektral; 
Flaca (née Flaco) the Turtle for her companionship; The Nichols Family Childcare and 
Pet Boarding Facility; John Stuart Mill for, you know; all of our Indiegogo donors (!!);  
all forward-thinking presenters who take risks and prove over and over that one  
must never pre-judge what their audience will love; and all of our fans, but especially 
those in Chicago who have made Spektral thrive for a decade and give us hope  
that we’ll continue to do so far into the future. 
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 — C, M, D & R
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As it is useful that while [humankind] are imperfect there  
should be different opinions, so is it that there should  
be  different experiments of living; that free scope should be  
given to varieties of character, short of injury to others;  
and that the worth of different modes of life should be proved  
practically, when any one thinks fit to try them. It is desirable,  
in short, that in things which do not primarily concern others,  
individuality should assert itself. 

 — JOHN STUART MILL
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